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SEMIGROUPS AND COSINE FUNCTIONS OF NORMAL 
OPERATORS IN HILBERT SPACES 
MIROSLAV SOVA, Praha 
(Received July 14, 1967) 
0. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we are concerned with properties of semigroups and cosine functions 
of normal operators in Hilbert spaces. There are four sections: 1) Some Hilbert 
spaces notions and lemmas; 2) Growth of semigroups and cosine functions of normal 
operators; 3) Generators of semigroups and cosine functions of normal operators; 
4) Generation of semigroups and cosine functions of normal operators. 
We shall employ frequently notations and results of [3] (and partially of [1]). 
All Hilbert spaces are assumed to be real, but results are provable also in complex 
Hilbert spaces. 
1. SOME HILBERT SPACES NOTIONS AND LEMMAS 
1.0. Orientation. In this section, we give an outline of results of general character 
which are necessary in the sequel. These results are mostly known, only some comple­
ments are proved. 
1.1. Definition. If E is a (real) Banach space, then we define so called scalar 
product in E as follows: <x, y} = |( | |x + >>||2 — ||x — y\\2) for every x, yeE. 
Evidently ||x|| = ^/<x, x> for x e E. 
1.2. Definition. A (real) Banach space E is called Hilbert space if ||x + y\\2 + 
+ || x — y||2 = 2||x||2 + 21| y ||2 for every x, y e E. In this paper E will denote always 
a Hilbert space. 
1.3. Lemma. // E is Hilbert space, then the scalar product <x, y} is continuous 
bilinear function on E x E. 
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1.4. Lemma. / / leE'9 then there exists one and only one xeE such that l(y) = 
~ (x> yyfor every xeE. Element x is called representant of I. 
1.5. Lemma. Every closed subspace of a Hilbert is again a Hilbert space. 
1.6. Definition. If A e 2+(E)9 then we define the adjoint of A9 denoted A*9 as 
follows: x e T)(A*) if and only if <x, A(y)} is continuous on T)(A) (in y). Then by 1,4 
and 1,5 there exists one z e D(A) such that <z, y} = <x, A(y)} for every y e T)(A) 
and we take A*(x) = z. 
Remark. If A is densely defined, then this definition coincides with usual one 
([1], p. 28). 
1.7. Lemma. If Ae 2+(E)9 then A* is densely defined. 
Proof is easy. 
1.8. Lemma. If Ae 2+(E) and A is densely defined and closed, then (A*)* = A. 
Proof see [1] p. 29. 
1.9. Lemma. If Ae 2+(E) is one-to-one, A and A"1 are densely defined, then A* 
is one-to-one and (A*)-1 = (A-1)*. 
Proof see [1] p. 29. 
1.10. Definition. An operator A e 2+(E) is called normal if T)(A) = T*(A*) and 
\\A(x)\\ = ||-4*(x)|| for every xeD(A). 
1.11. Lemma. An operator A e 2+(E) is normal if and only if A is densely defined, 
closed and AA* = A*A. 
Proof see [1] p. 33. 
1.12. Lemma. If Ae 2+(E) is normal, then A* is also normal. 
Proof use 1,11. 
1.13. Lemma. / / At e 2
+(E), A2 e 2
+(E) are one-to-one, then AtA2 is one-to-one 
and(AlA2y
i = A^AjK 
Proof see [1] p. 28. 
1.14. Lemma. / / an operator A e 2+(E) is one-to-one and normal and if A"1 is 
densely defined, then A"1 is also normal. 
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Proof. By 1,11 A is closed. Hence A~~x is also closed. Since we assume that A~~x is 
densely defined, it suffices by 1,11 to prove only A~~X(A~~X)* — (A~~x)* A~~x. One sees 
easily that all assumptions of 1,9 are fulfilled and therefore (A*)~~x = (A~~x)*. Thus 
the desired identity is valid if and only if A~~X(A*)~~X = (Al*)"1 A~~x. But by 1,13 
this equality is equivalent with (A*A)~~X = (AA*)~~X, i.e. with A*A = AA*. But 
this is true by 1,11 and hence our proof is complete. 
1.15. Lemma. If Ae 2+(E) is normal, then (xA and ccj + A are normal for every 
a eR. 
Proof see [1] p. 34. 
1.16. Lemma. If Le2(E), then ||L|| = ||L*||. 
1.17. Lemma. If Ll,L2e2(E) and are normal, then a1L1 + a2L2 is normal for 
every al5 a2 e R. If Lx commutes with L2, then LXL2 is normal. Especially if L is 
normal, then E is normal for all n = 0, 1, 2, . . . 
Proofsee[ l ]p . 18. 
1.18. Lemma. If Ls2(E) is normal, then \\L2\\ = ||L||V 
Proof [1] p. 18. 
1.19. Lemma. If Lk, Le 2(E), Lk are normal and if Lk(x) -> L(x) and L*(x) -> 
-> L*(x)for every x e E as k —> oo, then Lis also normal. 
Proof. By 1,11 it is only to prove that LL* = L*L. But since this is true for Lk9 we 
see easily that this is true also for L. 
1.20. Definition. An operator Ae2+(E) is called symmetric, if <zt(x), y> = 
= (A(y), x> for every x, y e T>(A) and antisymmetric if <-4(x), y> = — (A(y), x> 
for x, y e T>(A). A symmetric normal operator is called selfadjoint. 
1.21. Lemma. An operator A e 2+(E) is selfadjoint if and only if A = A*. 
Proof is easy. 
1.22. Lemma. If Ae 2+(E), A is symmetric, one-to-one and A~x e 2(E), then A 
is selfadjoint. 
Proof by the use of 1,14. 
1.23. Lemma. If LE 2(E) and Lis symmetric, then Lis selfadjoint. 
Proof is easy. 
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1.24. Lemma- If Le 2(E), Lis symmetric, then 
| | r | | |<L(x),x>| 
L = S U P II i n ' 
Proof see [4], p. 14. 
1.25. Definition. An operator A e 2+(E) is called bounded above, if there exists 
a constant m such that <^4(x), x> ^ a><x, x> for every x e T>(A). 
2. GROWTH OF SEMIGROUPS AND COSINE FUNCTIONS 
OF NORMAL OPERATORS 
2,0..Orientation. Theorem 2,1 on growth of semigroups is known. In 2,3 we 
prove analogous assertion for cosine functions. 
2.1. Theorem. If 2T is a regular semigroup of normal operators, then there exists 
a constant co such that 
(1) \\$~(t)\\ = ewt for every t e R+. 
(2) (&"\x), x> <; co<x, x> for every x e T)(&"). 
Proof see [2], 22.4.1. 
2.2. Lemma. If <$ is a regular cosine function of normal operators and co a non-
negative constant such that there exists a constant M for which ||#(*)|| S M coh (cot) 
for every teR+, then \\V(t)\\ £ coh (cot) for every teR+. 
Proof. 1° If p is a nonnegative entire number such that \\%>(t)\\ S Ml/2P coh (cot) 
for every t e R+ then ||»(*)|| g M1/2P+i coh (cot) for t e R+. 
Proof. Regularity of ̂  implies M ̂  1. Now by the use of 2,3 in [3] and 1,18 we 
obtain 
won - (IWOIIT2 - my\r = \M»)+fi\m * 
g [i(M1/2Pcoh(2a,0 + l ] 1 ' 2 S [M1/2P(i(coh(2coO + l))]1/2 = 
= M1/2P+,coh(a>0. 
2° mOll = MU2" o o h (w0 f o r evefy t G J?+ and p = 0, 1, 2 , . . . 
Proof by induction under use of 1°. 
3° Final part: Our lemma follows from 2° since M ̂  1 and therefore M1'2" -» 1 
as p —> oo. 
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2,3. Theorem. If %> is a regular cosine function of normal operators, then there 
exists a constant co ^ 0 such that 
(1) \\V(t)\\ £ coh (cot) for every t e JR + ; 
(2) if N, x are two nonnegative constants such that \\^(t)\\ ^ N coh (xt) for every 
t e R*9 then x ^ co; 
(3) <^:(x) x> g o>2<x, x> for every x e £(# :). 
Proof. 1° There exist two nonnegative constants M, o such that ||^(t)|| S 
^ M coh (at) for every * e R+. 
Proof by the use of 2,5 in [3]. 
2° \V(t)\ ^coh(<rr)for teR + . 
Proof from 1° and 2,2. 
3° There exists a nonnegative constant co such that (1), (2) hold. 
Proof is easy by the use of 2° and 2,2. 
4° <r(x), x> S o)\x, x> for every x e 7>(V:). 
Proof. If xeD(^ :) 
<<r(4*> = iim2 WOO.»>-<».»> ^ lim21W011 «*«-<*.*> £ 
t-*0+ t t-+o + t 
. .. _ coh (cot) — 1 , v 2 , v 
S hm 2 —'- <x, x> = co2<x, x> . 
t -o + t
2 
5° Final part: 3° and 4° imply our theorem. 
3. GENERATORS OF SEMIGROUPS AND COSINE FUNCTIONS 
OF NORMAL OPERATORS 
3.0. Orientation. In this section we prove that operators constituting a regular 
semigroup or a regular cosine function are normal if and only if corresponding 
generator is normal. These main results are contained in 3,10 and 3,16 (for selfadjoint 
case, see 3,13 and 3,19). Spectral resolution of normal operators is nowhere used. 
3.1. Lemma. If A e 2+(E) and XsR so that 
(I) A is densely defined, 
(II) Xj — A is one-to-one and (Xj — A)~l e 2(E), then 
(1) Xj - A* is one-to-one and (Xj - A*)"1 e 2(E), 
(2)(Xj-A*yi=((Xj~A)-i)\ 
Proof follows immediately from 1,11. 
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3.2. Lemma. If A e 2+(E) and x is a constant such that 
(I) Xj — A is one-to-one and (Xj — A)"1 e 2(E) for every X > x. 
(II) X(Xj — A)"1 (x) -* x for et;ery x € £ as A -> oo, A > x, then 
(1) Af — A.**is one-to-one and (Xj — A.*)"1 e 2(E) for every X > x9 
(2) X(Xj — y4*)_1 (x) -> x for every x e E as X -+ oo9 X > x. 
Proof. 1° A is densely defined. 
Proof by the use of 1,3 in [3]. 
2° Xj - A* is one-to-one, (Xj - A*)'1 e 2(E) and (Xj - A*)"1 = ((Xj - A)"1)* 
for A > x. 
Proof. Use 1° and 3,1. 
3° X(Xj — A*)"1 (x) -* x for every x e E as X -> oo, A > x. 
Proof. One sees easily that (II) implies the existence of a constant c such that 
\\(Xj - ^ ) _ 1 | | = c/A for every A > x + 1. Hence by 1,16 ||(Aj - -4*)"1! £ c/A. 
On the other hand we see that by 1° and 1,7 A* is densely defined. Now it suffices to 
use 1,2 (5) of [3]. 
4° Final part: 2° and 3° give our lemma. 
3.3. Definition. Let Jf be an operator function defined on R+ with values in fi(F). 
Then we define a new operator function ffl* as follows: #C *(t) = ^f(r)* for every 
teR+. 
3.4. Theorem. If 3" is a regular semigroup, then 3"* is also a regular semigroup 
and 3~*' = 3"*. Moreover ifM9 w are two nonnegative constants such that ||^"(^)|| S 
= Me
mt for every t e R+9 then \\3"*(t)\\ = Me?*'. 
Proof. 1° Let us assume that ||^(f)|| 2* Memt for every t e _R+. Such constants M, co 
always exist by 4,3 in [3]. 
2° (a) Xj - ST9* is one-to-one and (Xj - 3r'*)~1 e £(F) for every A > co. 
(p) A(A/ - «̂ r**)~"1 (x) -* x for every x e £ as A -» oo, A > co, 
(y) ||(Aj - 3"*)~n\ g M/(A - a))B for every A > co, and w = 1, 2 , . . . 
Proof. By the use of 1° and 4,6 in [3] we prove the properties (a), (p), (y) for 3". 
Now it suffices to use 3,1, 3,2, 1,16 and 1,17. 
3° There exists a regular semigroup ST such that Sf = 3"* and \Sf(i)\ g Memt 
for every teR*. 
Proof. Use 2° and 4,7 in [3]. 
4 ° y = ST*. 
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Proof. If x, y e E and X > co, then we may write using 3° and 3,1 
re~
x\^(x) (x), y> dT = / | Y * <?(x) (x) dT, y\ = 
= <(AJ - r*yl (x), y> = <{(XJ - ry
1)*(x), y> = <x,(XJ - try (y)> = 
= /*, f YA< ^(T) (y) dx\ = fY A \x , ^(T) (>>)> dT . 
Now lemma 1,20 in [3] and theorem 4,4 in [3] give (&*({) (x), y> = <x, $"(i) (y)> 
for every t e R+, x, y e E, i.e. £f(i) = <T(f)* = 3T*(i). 
5° Final part: 3° and 4° prove our theorem. 
Remark. This theorem due to Phillips ([3]) is known in an much more general 
form. We give here a special case with essential simplifications, since this special 
form is sufficient for our purposes. This theorem (and also the following for cosine 
functions) plays only an auxiliary role in the present paper. 
3,5. Theorem. If ^ is a regular cosine function, then %>* is also a regular cosine 
function and %?*'' = (€''*. Moreover if M, co are two nonnegative constants such that 
\\V(t)\\ = M coh (cot) for every teR
+, then ||«*(0|| = coh (cot). 
Proof. 1 ° Let us assume that ||#(f)|| .= Mcoh(cot) for every teR+. Such con-
stants M, co always exist by 2,5 in [3], 
2° (a) (juj - &'*) is one-to-one and (#/ - T*)~l e 2(E) for every \i > co2. 
(P) fi(nj — c€'*)~1 (x) ~> x for every x e £ as JU -• co, ju^ co2. 
(y) ||(d"/<U-) ( W - &*Yl)\\ S (Mn!/2)((1/(A + o>)"+1) + (l/(A - t»)"+1)) for 
every X <* co and n = 0, 1, 2, . . . 
Proof. By the use of 1° and 3,1 in [3] we establish the properties (a), (P), (y) for <€*. 
Now it suffices to use 3,1, 3,2, 1,16 and 1,17. 
3° There exists a regular cosine function 9 such that Or = <^:* and \9(i)\ S 
S M coh (cot) for every t e R+. 
Proof use 2° and 3,2 in [3]. 
4° 9 = <€*. 
Proof. If x, ye E and X > co, then we may write by 3°, 3,1 
( Y A \ 0 ( T ) (x), y> dT = / f Y * 9(x) (x) dT, y\ = <X(X2j - T*)"1 (x), y> = 
= <(A(A2j - ^ r 1 ) * (x), j> = <x, X(X2j ~ Vs)-1 (>;)> = 
= /x , ( Y A ^ ( T ) (>>) dA = Ve-\x, <$(x) (y)> Ax . 
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Now lemma 1,20 in [3] and theorem 2,7 in [3] give (9(i) (x), >>> = <x, <£(t) (y)} for 
every t e R+, x9 y e E. Hence 9(t) = <$(t)* = <%*(t). 
5° Final part: 3° and 4° establish our theorem. 
3.6. Lemma. If Ae 2+(E) is a normal operator and X e R+ such that Xj — A is 
one-to-one and (Xj — A)"1 e 2(E), then (Xj — A)~x is normal operator. 
Proof by the use of 1,15 and 1,14. 
3.7. Lemma. If Ae 2+(E) is a self adjoint operator and X e R such that Xj — A 
is one-to-one and (Xj — .A)""1 6 2(E), then (Xj — A)~x is self adjoint. 
Proof by the use of 3,6 and 1,20. 
3.8. Theorem. If 2T is a regular semigroup of normal operators, then &~* is 
normal operator. 
Proof. 1° There exist two constants M = 0, tw = 0 such that \3T{$)\ g Me
mt for 
every teR+. 
Proof by 4,3 in [3]. 
2° Xj - 9" is one-to-one, (Xj - &")~x e 2(E) and (Xj - #")~x (x) = 
= Jo e~kx $~(%) (x) dx for every X > co and x e E. 
See the proof of 11.5.1 in [2]. 
3° Let us define a sequence of operator function J p defined for X > co with values 
in 2(E) as follows: 
Mp(X) (x) = £ e~
Xklp2 F (~%\ (x) for every x e E, 
*-i \p2J 
X > co and p = 1, 2, . . . 
4° MP(X)(x) -> (Xj 7- &~')~
x (x) for every xeE and X > co as p -> co. 
Proof is easy by the use of 2° and 4,4 in [3]. 
5° £P(X)* (x) -> ((Xj - ST
%yx)* (x) for every x e E and X > co. 
Proof. By 3,1 ((Xj - ^r')"x)* = (Xj - 3T'*)~X for X > co. Further by 3,3 F* is 
p2 
regular semigroup and F*' = &"*. Since evidently £P(X)* (x) = £ e~
Xklp $~*(k\p2) . 
. (x), we may use 4° and obtain our result. k~x 
6° £P(X) is normal operator for every X > co and p = 1, 2, . . . 
Proof. Use 1,17. 
7° (Aj - &")~x is normal for every X > co. 
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Proof is based on 2°, 5° and 1,19. 
8° Final part: Since 2T% is densely defined we obtain by the use of 1,14 and 7° that 
Xj — £T' is normal for X > co. Now 1,15 gives the desired result. 
Remark. Preceding theorem can be deduced from 22,4,2 in [2] under use of 
spectral resolution of normal operators. Our proof is essentially simpler and uses 
only elementary properties of normal operators. 
3,9. Theorem. / / 3~ is a regular semigroup such that &"* is a normal operator, 
then ^(t) is normal operator for every t e R+. 
Proof. 1° and 2° as in the proof of 3,8. 
3° Let us define a sequence of operator functions i^p defined on R
+ with values 
in &(E) as follows: 
-•»-(íR'-') 
-(P + D 
for every t e R+ and p = 1, 2,. . . , p > tco. 
4° ^p(t) (x) -> $~(t) (x) for every xeE and t e R
+ as p -> oo, p > tco. 
Proof. By the use of 1,2 in [3], 2° and 1,19 in [3]. 
5° i'pit)* (x) -> &~(t)* (x) for every xeE and t e R+ as p -* oo, p > tco. 
Proof. By 3,4 ^* is regular semigroup and &~*' = &"*. Further by 3,1 ((Xj 
— 3T'y1)* = (Xj — gr*yi for every X > co and hence easily 
лwҶffr—} (p+1) 
for every t e R+ and p > tco. 
On the other hand since $T* is regular semigroup as stated above, we may use 4° 
(one replaces 3~ by 3~*) and obtain Vp(t)* (x) -* F*(t) (x) = $~(t)* (x) and this 
completes the proof of 5°. 
6° (Xj — 3~%)~~x is normal for every X > co. 
Proof use 2° and 3,6. 
7° irp(t) is normal for every t e R
+ and p > tco. 
Proof use 1,17 and 6°. 
8° Final part: If we use 4°, 5°, 7° and 1,19 we obtain that &~(t) is normal for 
every t e R+. 
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3.10. Fundamental theorem. If 3T is a regular semigroup, then 3T(i) is normal 
for every tsR+ if and only if &" is normal. 
Proof. Consequence of 3,8 and 3,9. 
3.11. Theorem. If &~ is a regular semigroup of self adjoint operators, then 3~* is 
selfadjoint. 
Proof. On the base of 1,20 and 3,8 it suffices to prove that &~% is symmetric. But 
this is easy. 
3.12. If y is a regular semigroup such that 3~' is selfadjoint, then £T(t) is 
self adjoint for every teR+. 
Proof. We proceed analogously as in the proof of 3,9 with some simplifications. 
3.13. Fundamental theorem. If $~ is a regular semigroup, then $~(i) is selfadjoint 
for every t e R+ if and only if &" is selfadjoint. 
Proof. Use 3,11 and 3,12. 
3.14. Theorem. If <6 is a regular cosine function of normal operators, then ^: is 
a normal operator. 
Proof. 1° There exist two constants M = 0, co =• 0 such that ||#(f)|| -S M coh (cot) 
for every te R+. 
Proof by 2,5 in [3]. 
2° k2j - <T is one-to-one, (k2j - ¥)~x e 2(E) and k(k2j - <$:)~l (x) = 
== J^ e~Xx <£(%) (x) dr for k > co and xeE. 
See the proof of 3,1 in [3], 
3° Let us define a sequence of operator functions £p defined for k > co with values 
p2 
in 2(E) as follows: £p(k)(x) = £ e~
Xkfp <$(kjp2)(x) for every xeE, k > co and 
j> = 1,2,... k~l 
4° £p(k) (x) -* k(k
2j - Vs)'l (x) for x e E and k > co if p -> oo. 
Proof is easy by the use of 2° and 2,7 in [3]. 
5° MP(X)* (x) -> k((k
2j - V1)-1)* (x) for every x e E and k > co. 
Proof. By 3,1 ((k2j - T)'1)* = (k2j - V'*)'1 for k > co. Further by 3,4 #* 
is regular cosine function and #*: = #'*. Since evidently lp(k)* (x) = 
p2 2 == Z e Xk/P ^(kjp) (x)> w e may u s e 4° and obtain our result. 
*=-i 
6° Mp(k) is normal for every k > co and p = 1,2,... 
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Proof use 1,17. 
7° (X2j - %:)-1 is normal for X > co. 
Proof by the use of 2°, 5° and 1,19. 
8° Final part: Since ^ : is densely defined by 2,20 in [3] we obtain by 1,14 and 7° 
that X2j — ^ : is normal for X > co. Now 1,15 proves our theorem. 
3,15. Theorem. If^ is a regular cosine function such that %>' is a normal operator, 
then %>(£) is normal for every teR+. 
Proof. 1° and 2° as in the proof of 3,14. 
3° Let us define a sequence of operator functions Yp defined on JR
+ with values 
in 2(E) as follows: 
for every te R+ and p = 1, 2,.. . , p > tco. 
4° Yp(t) (x) -> ^(t) (x) for every xe E and t e R
+ as p -» co, p > tco. 
Proof. By the use of 1,2 in [3], 2° and 1,19 in [3]. 
5° Yp(t)* (*) -* *(0* (
x) f o r evefy * e E and t e R+ as p -+ oo, p > tco. 
Proof. By 3,5 #* is a regular cosine function and ^* : = ^ :*. Further by 3,1 
((X2j - ^ :)~1)* = (X2j - ^ * : ) _ 1 for every X > co and hence 
On the other hand since ̂ * is regular cosine function as stated above, we may use 4° 
(on replaces <e by «"*) and obtain Yp(t)* (x) = <g*(t) (x) = *(*)* (x) and this com-
pletes the proof of 5°. 
6° (X2j — %>:)~l is normal for every X > co. 
Proof by the use of 2° and 3,6. 
7° Yp(t) is normal for every t e R
+ and p > tco. 
Proof by 1,17 and 6°. 
8° Final part: If we use 4°, 5°, 7° and 1,19 we obtain that ^(t) is normal for every 
teR+. 
3,16. Fundamental theorem. 1/ # is a regular cosine function, then ^(t) is normal 
for every t e R+ if and only iftf' is normal. 
Proof. Consequence of 3,14 and 3,15. 
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3.17. Theorem. If^ is a regular cosine function of self adjoint operators, then & 
is self adjoint. 
Proof. With respect to 1,20 and 3,14 it suffices to prove that # : is symmetric. But 
this is easy. 
3.18. Theorem. / / *€ is a regular cosine function such that W' is self adjoint, 
then <$(£) is self adjoint for every t e R+. 
Proof. We proceed analogously as in the proof of 3,15 with some simplification. 
3.19. Fundamental theorem. / / W is a regular cosine function, then ^(t) is 
self adjoint for every t e R+ if and only iftf' is self adjoint. 
Proof. Consequence of 3,17 and 3,18. 
4. GENERATION OF SEMIGROUPS AND COSINE FUNCTIONS 
OF NORMAL OPERATORS 
4.0. Orientation. In this section, the generation problem is discussed. In 4,3 we, 
prove that an operator generates a regular semigroup of normal operators if and only 
if it is normal and bounded above. Analogous result is not true for cosine functions. 
In this case, we are able to give certain sufficient conditions (4,10) and to prove only 
that an operator generates a regular cosine function of selfadjoint operators if and 
only if it is selfadjoint and bounded above (cf. 4,12). This last assertion is well known. 
At the end we give an example of a normal operator bounded above which generates 
no regular cosine function (4,13). 
4.1. Lemma. If Ae 2+(E) is a normal operator and co a constant such that 
<A(x), x> S co(x, x>, then 
(1) XI — A is one-to-one and (XI — A)"1 e 2(E) for every X > co, 
(2) \\(XI - A)-%\\ = 1/(A - co)/0r X > co. 
Proof. 1° ||Ax - A(x)| = (A - co) |jx|| for every x e D(A) and A > co. 
Proof. We may write: |Ax - A(x)|| ^ <Ax - A(x), x/||x||> = l/||x|| (A<x, x> -
- <A(x), x » £ (l/||x||) (A - co) <x, x> = (A - co) ||x|| if x € T)(A), x =f= 0 and A > 
> co. If x = 0, the inequality is trivial. 
2° Xj — A is one-to-one for every A > co. 
Proof by the use of 1°. 
3° {Ax — A(x) : x e T)(A)} is dense in E for every A > co. 
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Proof. Assume contrary for some fixed X > co. There exists a yeE, y =f= 0 so 
that (Xx - A(x)9 y} = 0 for every x e T)(A). Hence y e D(A/ - A[*) and (Xj - A*). 
. (j) = 0. Since A is normal, 4/ - A is also normal by 1,15. Therefore y e t)(Xj - A) 
and ||(A/ - ,4) (y)|| = \\(Xj - A*) (y)\ = 0, i.e. (Xj - A) = 0. But this is impossible 
since ||(A/ - A) (y)\\ = (X - co) | | j / | | > 0 by 1°. 
4° ( # - A)"1 G £(£) for every X = co. 
Proof. Since A is closed by 1,11, (Xj - A)'1 is also closed. But by 3° (Xj - A)""1 
is densely defined and hence belongs to 2(E). 
5° \(Xj - A)"1)] = \\(X - co) for every X > co. 
Proof follows from 1°. 
6° Final part. Our lemma is prowed by 2°, 4°, 5°. 
4.2. Theorem. If Ae2+(E) is a normal operator and co a constant such that 
<A(x) x} S 0K*> *>> then there exists a regular semigroup ZT such that 
(1) F = A, 
(2) \$"{t)\ = e"* for every teR
 + . 
Proof follows immediately from 4,1 and 4,7 of [3]. 
4.3. Fundamental theorem. If A e 2+(E)9 then there exists a regular semigroup ST 
of normal operators such that &" = A if and only if A is normal and bounded 
above. 
Proof. Easy consequence of 4,2, 3,8 and 2,1. 
4.4. Definition. Let £ be a Banach space. We shall denote elements of E x E 
V ( I # + IM|2). Subsequently, 
\\\yj\\ 
£ x £ is a Hilbert space if E. 
If A e 2+(E)9 then operator 51 is defined on D(A) x E and 51 ( J = (
 y ) for 
\yj \A(x)J 
every x e T>(A)9 yeE. 
4.5. Lemma. If Ae 2+(E) and X is a constant so that1) X2I — A is one-to-one and 
(X2I - A)"1 e2(E)9 then XI - 51 is one-to-one, (XI - 91)"
1 e2(E x E) and for 
every x, y e E 
J ^ ' \y) W2I-A)-*(Xx + y)-x) 
Proof by direct verification of [*]. 
1) In 4,5—4A0 one writes I instead of j. 
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by 3 = j J .NorminE x Kisgivenby ||3|| = ( J 
4,6. Lemma. If As 2+(E) is normal and a a nonnegative constant such that 
(I) <>4(x), x> S Ofor every x e D(A), 
(II) there exists a constant & ^ 0 so that i[<A(x), y} - <-4(y), x>] S a[S<x, x> + 
+ <y, y> — <-4(x), x>] - 3<x, y> for every x9 y e ^(A), then 
(1) ill — A is one-to-one and (fil — A)"1 e 2(E) for \i > ^/a, 
(2) 
dЛ" 
X(k2J - Ä) - ì 
(A-a)" + 1 
for X > a and n == 0,1, 2 , . . . 
Proof. 1° Let us define on D(A) x F: 
Є:>Є:)> *2)) = S<x., x2> + < У l , y2> - i[<A(xx), x2> + <A(x2), xx>] 
аnd 
(*) = V(s<*> x> + <* ^> - <4*)> *» 
- °\ ( l>( 2 | ) i s a symmetric, bilinear function, 
\\yj W/ 
i d - - <e>e)He) 
<e:)'(:)>sie:)l 
Proof. Let 3 l = (
X l ) , 3 2 = f *
2 ) - We can suppose first <32,32> > 0- Then, for 
every i, there is 
0 = <3i + &2, Зi + Č32> = 
<3i,3г> 
= <3i, 3i> + 2^<3i, 32> + £
2<32, 32> and for t, - - • ' 
we hawe <3l5 3l> <g2, 32> - <3l, 32>
2
 = 0 i. e. 3° is valid under assumption 
<32, 32> > 0. 
If <32, 32> = 0, one sees from 1° that y2 = 0. Let yf * 0. /? -+ 0 (n -» oo) 
and 32
n) = fo\ Then easily <3l, 32
n)> = |3 i | • |3
(
2
n)|, <3i, £>> - <8i' 3*> a n d & 1 "* 
-> |32|. TWs completes the proof. 
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4° If s3l is operator defined in 4,4 then 
(XI - 91)"1 (X\ e t>(A) x D(A) for x e D(-4) , y « 
Proof. This follows immediately from 4,5. 
Proof. It is 
- i[<A(x), y> + (A(y), x>] = 9<x, y> + i[<A(x), y> - <A(y), x>] = 
=
 a[9<x, x> + <y, y> - <A(x), x>] = a V j -
K">-'C:)|-гҺP 
for every x 6 D(A), y e E and A > 
Proof. Let x e D(A), >> e £. Then by 4° (XI - ^I)_1 P ) 6 D(i4) x £(/*)• Define 
' " l > ( A - a ) . 
now [
uNj = (kl - W)-1 (X\. Then we have to prove Ml - W " j j 
ÍC) 





iC)KKiMi))^-°>P | W | 
ď; 
IdЯ"' 
for every x e D(-4), y e E, A > a. 
Proof. As known, (d"/dA") (AI - 9I)"1 = (-l)wn!(AJ - 5l)"w + 1 . Now we obtain 
by induction from 6° and 4°: 
K^C^ÍI^PI
 for » « < » > • ' • - • • -= 1,2,.. 
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for n = 0, 1, 2,... 
Now 7° implies for x e E, X > a and p = 0, 1, 2,... 
( • 
3 I — (k2I - A)-1 (x) + Іľ. dЯ" 
k(k2l - A)-1 (x) 
- (A ( 5 < A - д r ' w ) • (A -лr' w »" г s ïгф. 
(«*p-и 
'";A(Я2/-.4)-Ҷjc)| 
This proves that 
d" 
(Я - a)"+ 1 
and completes the proof. 
4,7. Lemma. If Ae 2+(E) and a is a nonnegative constant such that 
(I) pi — A is one-to-one and (fil — ^4)_1 e 2(E) for every /i > yja 
(п) 
dЯ1 
-k(k2I- A)-1 < -
Пï 
( A - a ) й + 1 
/or etfery k> a. and n — 0,1, 2,..., 
then /or eiwy co ̂  0: 
(1) k2I -co2I - A is one-to-one and (k2I - co2I - A)~l e 2(E) for k > fr + 
+ ^( ia 2 + co2). 
(2) ^-nk(k
гI - co2I - A)-1 £(-iY«L( ^ ~ g ) ) 
~ dk" \k2 -ak- co2) 
for every k > ia + jQa.2 + co2) and n = 0, 1, 2,. 
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P r o o f . 1° If k > a, n = 0, 1 , 2 , . . . , then 
— (XH-Ä)-1 







v ' dA" VA(A - a)/ 
^ f- A(A2/ + AYAll -
X"\X K ' ) \ 
i MilfA A__A(A
2I- AH ^ - i r ^ l V 1 - ^ 
i=oVi/dA'VA/dA"-' V ' || V ' dA" V̂ (A - a)/ 
2° If A > ia + V(ia2 + co2), then A > a, A2 - co2 > a2 and co2/(A(A - a)) < 1. 
Proof is easy. 
3° If A > iot + V(ia2 + co2), then (X2I - co2I - A)'1 = (A2/ - AY1 (I -
- c o ^ Z - A ) - 1 ) " 1 . 
Proof. It follows from 1° and 2° that ||co2(A2/ - „)--|| = co
2/(A(A - a)) < 1. 
Thus it remains only t o verify 3° by direct computat ion. 
4° I f A > i a + V ( i a 2 + co2), then 
± ( J _ ^ 2 - _ 4 - T ! _ _-(- _ ^ _ ^ r i ) - 2 A ( A 2 J _ ^ - i . 
dA dA 
P r o o f . (ljh)[(l - co2((X + h2)I - A)-1)'1 -(I- co2(X2I - A)-1)'1] = c o 2 ( J -
- co2((A + h)2I - A)'1)'1 (I - co2(X2I - A)'1 (1/h) [((A + h)2I - A)'1 - (X2I -
- A ) " 1 ] ^ co2(/ - co2(A2/ - A)"1)-2 (djdX) (X2I - A)'1. 
5° For every X > \a + ,/(i<x2 + o>2), p = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . 
__ 
dА" 
(I - co2(X2I - Ä)-1)-1 
P r o o f by induct ion. Because 
X(X - a) 
X2 - <xX - co2 
M-ir-( Kx~a) \ 
~ V ' áXn \X2 -aX- CO2) ' 
V Mi - « ) / 
we verify easy the ease n = 0. 
F o r n •+• 1 we obtain following 4°: 
d " + ^ ( I - co2(X2I - Ä)-1)-1 
\\dX 







(I__V/_xrr']—^. «--Í)-'|J s 
•—( A(A~a) Y h - i r ^ ^ í - M -
dA'--í VA2 - oA - co21J V ' dAn"í+1 \A(A - a)j 
_ (_ir- f í'". ií. LJ_L____Y d"~í+1 l CQ2 \ = 
V ' i=o\O dA'' \X2 - oA - co2j dA"-'+1 \A(A - a)j 
= (_iy+i __[/
/_________YAl______\l _ 
dA" _\A2 - oA - co2j dA \A(A - a)jj 
_ f - - i . + i _ _ _ t _ _ _ _ _ _ « _ _ \ 
1 ' d A " + 1 \ A 2 - a A - c o 2 j ' 
/ A(A - a) \ 2 ^_ / to2 \ _ A _ a)2 \ 2 ^_ / o>2 \ _ 
\A2 - <XX- co2) dX \X(X - a)j V Kx - «)/ dA \A(A - a)J 
= __ A _ to2 V 1 _ __ t__________\ 
dA V A(A - a)j dA \A2 - <xX - co2) ' 
6° Final part: It follows immediately from 3° and 5° for A > _a + V(i«2 + °>2)> 
n = 0,1,2,. . . : 
— X(X2I - co2I - A)-1 
dX" 
- |__Vi jV ; d A f V A - a ^ J dA»-« \,A2 - aA - co2) 
= (-ir-(~ x{x~a) . - ( - - r - f - . 
v ' dA" \A - a A2 - aA - co2j V ' dA" \A2 - aA - co2j 
4,8. Lemma. For every A > _a + yJ(W + <°2) 
li \ z = re-it*"/2coh[tV(i«2 + co2)]dT + 
A — OLA - W J Q 
+ ia f V a , e " / 2 f'coh [a 7(ia2 + co2)] da dT . 
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Proof. We may write: 
A A - i<x cc 
j} - «A - co2 (A - ia)2 - (*a2 + co2) 2 (A - ia)2 - (*a2 + co2)' 
On the other hand, it is known that ix\{}i2 - co2) = J~ e~"T c o h O^T) <*T (H > co) 
a this gives immediately our lemma. 
4.9. Lemma, There is 
V J dA" VA2 - ort - co2) - V[A + a + V(i«2 + co2)]"-* 
+ [A-a-V(i«2 + co2)]-+7 
for every A > a + ^/(ia2 + co2) and n = 0, 1, 2, . . . 
Proof. By 4,8 
<" "' 5 (?dh?) " J><w"2 ('+ i 'H'̂ +"2)] s 
< [ V ' W ' e x p f j V(i«2 + <o2)) < 2 J V A V coh {T[a + jQac
2 + co2)]} = 
Jo Jo 
= "' V[>l + « + V(i«2 + «'2)]"+1 + [ A - a - V ( i « 2 + «>2)]"+7' 
4.10. Fundamental theorem. If Ae fi+(£) is normal and a, to ore two nonnegative 
constants such that 
(I) <^(x), x> < a>2<x, x> for x e T>(A), 
(II) there exists a constant 9 — 0 so that 
i[<A(x)y>-<A(y),x>]^ 
< a[3<x, x> + (y, >>> + a>2<x, x> - <4x, x>] - 3<x, >>> 
for every x, y e ^>(A) 
then there exists a regular cosine function <€ so that 
(1) <f = A, 
(2) \\<#(t)\\ < e'"2 coh [t V(i«2 + co2)] + ±a e" / 2/0 coh [a V(i«
2 + <»2)] d * 
/or erery f e i?+. 
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Proof. Let us define A0 = A — co
2L Then A0 fullfils all assumptions of the lemma 
4,6 and therefore \xl — A0 is one-to-one, (JJ,I — A)"
1 e fi(F) for ii> ^JOL and 
dЯ" 
Я(Я2/ - Ao)-1 
( Я - a ) в + 1 
for A > a and n = 0, 1, 2,... This implies that all assumptions of 4,7 are also fulfilled 
and consequently k2I — co2I — A is one-to-one, (X2I — co2I — A)~x efi(E) and 
dЯ 
-А(А 2 /-f t^J-AY 1 < 
ď / X(X-cc) \ 
V ' dA" \X2 - <xX - co2) 
for A > ia + y/(l«.2 + co2) and n = 0, 1, 2,... 
But by 4,9 
— A Ü ^ - c Л - A Y 1 
dA" v ' 
~ \,[A + a + V(ia2 + » + l ) ,2 + ^2)^+ 1 [(^_ a ^ ^ 2 + ^ n 
and by 3,2 [3] there exists a regular cosine function # such that # : = A. Finally, 
1,19 [3] with 4,8 establishes the second assertion of our theorem. 
Remark. Condition (II) describes a "subordination" of antisymetric part of .A 
to symetric part. 
4.11. Corollary. If A is a self adjoint operator and co a nonnegative constant such 
that <-4(x), x> = co
2(x, Xs) for x e £>(A), then there exists a regular cosine function %> 
such that 
(2) \\V(t)\\ = coh(cot)for every teR+. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of 4,10 if we take a = 9 = 0. 
Remark. Another proof of this corollary with the use of spectral resolution can 
also be given and is well known. 
4.12. Fundamental theorem. If Ae2+(E), then there exists a regular cosine 
function <& of self adjoint operators such that <€x = A if and only if A is normal 
and bounded above. 
Proof. Easy consequence of 4,11, 3,17 and 2,3. 
4.13. Theorem. In every infinitedimensional Hilbert space E there exists a normal 
(antisymmetric) operator A bounded above such that for no regular cosine func-
tion *& in E we have <€' = A, 
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Proof. 1° As known in every infinitedimensional Hilbert space E there exists an 
infinitedimensional separable subspace D. Denote I7 the symmetric projection of E 
onto D. Further we choose a fixed ortonormal basis e0, eu e2,... in D. 
Now for arbitrary x e E we shall denote x* the i-th coordinate of I7(x) in D with 
respect to the basis e0, eu e2,..., i.e. xt = <II(x), et}. 
2° Let us define an operator Ae £+(E) as follows: x e D(^) if and only if 
oo oo 
Zfc(x2fc + *2fc +i) exists; if x e X>(A), then we take A(x) = ][lc(x2fe+1e2k - x2fee2fc+1). 
3° A is antisymmetric. 
oo oo 
Proof. If x, y e D(A) then <A(x), y> = < Z %2fc+î 2fc - *2fc*2fc+i)> Z (y2fc*2fc + 
fc=0 fc=0 
oo oo 
+ y2fc+1^2fc+l)> = Z fc(X2+ly2fc ~ *2fcy2fc+l) = ~ Zfc(y2fc+lX2fc ~ y2fc*2fc+l) = 
fc=0 fc=0 
oo oo 
= ~ < Z % 2 f c + i e 2 k - y2fc^2fc+l)» Z(
X2fc^2fc + ^2fc+1^2fc+l)> = ~ <^(y)> *>• 
fc=0 k=0 
4° D(A) <= ®(A*). 
Proof. Follows immediately from 3°. 
5° ®(A*) s T)(A). 
Proof. Let y e D(A*), i.e. <^4(x), y} is continuous in x e -D(̂ 4) and hence we can 
find a constant c = 0 such that |<A(x), y}\ = c||x|j for every x e D(A). 
Let us now define a sequence x(p) e E (p = 0, 1, 2, ...) as follows: x(p) = 
p p 
= Z (-y2fc+î 2fc + y2fc^2fc+i). Evidently x
('} e £(A) and <A(x(p)), y> = Z *0>L + 
fc=0 fc=0 
+ yL+i)- But by our assumption |<^l(x(p)), y}\ = c|x
(p)||. Since evidently ||x(p)| ^ 
p 
= ||y||, we obtain for all p = 0, 1, 2, . . . that Z % L + yL+i) = *|MI- Therefore 
fc = 0 
by 2° y e D(A) and hence D(A*) £ $(A). 
6° ^* = -A. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of 3°, 4°, 5°. 
7° A is normal and <^4(x), x> = 0 for every x e £>(A). 
Proof. This follows from 6°. 
8° There does not exist a regular cosine function ^ such that ^ : = A. 
Proof. Assume contrary. Then by 2,5 in [3] there exist two nonnegative con-
stants M, a> such that ||^(f)| .= M coh (cot). Now by the use of 3,1 in [3] we obtain 
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- л l л 2 / - ^ ) - 1 <M^( i + i \ 
_ 2 \(-+mY+1 (X-co)n+1j 
for every X > co and n = 0,1, 2,... 
Now a simple computation shows that 
{pi - ^'Y1 (ai-2k + a2e2jk+1) = 
( u k \ ( a k \ 
/x2 + fc2 fi2 + k2 J \fx2 + fc2 li2 + fc2 / 
for every /i > a>2, a l 5 a2 e JR and fc = 0, 1, 2,... 
This .implies <(/ij - T)~x {e2k), e2k> = M/(/j
2 + fc2) and <A(A2j - r ) " 1 (e2k), 
e2k> = A
3/(A4 + fc2) for every \i > eo2, X> co and fc = 0,1, 2,... 
Since from [*] 
\dX 
we obtain that 
But 
^ ( Ą - Г ) - ' ( 4 í 2 l 
d" Mn\ 
dЛ" Л4 + fc2 
<MШ( 1 + 1^_Л 
~ 2 V(̂  + »)" + 1 (Л-£o) в + V 
V(Л + c»)"+1 + (X-cof+1)' 
for every X > 0 (cf. the proof of 4,11 in [3]). If we proceed analogously as in the proof 
of 4,11 in [3] we obtain that cos \^{k\2) t] coh [V(fe/2)] * _s M coh {(ot) for every 
*eJR+ and fc =- 0,1, 2,... But this is evidently impossible for sufficiently large fc. 
We have obtained a contradiction and hence proved 8°. 
9° Final part: 7° and 8° establish our theorem. 
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